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1. What would you like to accomplish with biodiversity collections or derived data that you cannot do now (or cannot do easily)? Name ONE activity or function:

2. Name ONE currently unavailable action or tool that you would need to in order to do this:

3. Who could help you do the accomplishment listed in Question 1? Name up to THREE types of experts or areas of expertise

Write answers on sheet and turn in or enter in Google form at https://goo.gl/forms/SsbyuP75ZuKSL4av2
Categories of Responses

• Data Quality improvement
• Research facilitation
• Education
• Collections Management
• Capacity Building
Summary of Pre-Summit Responses

WISH LIST ITEMS

• Data Quality improvement
  “Data cleaning and annotation tools”

• Research facilitation
  “easily visualization species range showing specimen and observational data”

• Education
  “data portal designed for student use”

• Collections Management
  “DNA barcoding for all type specimens”

• Capacity Building
  “worldwide museum staff network of trained data carpentry instructors”
QUESTIONS

1. What would you like to accomplish with biodiversity collections or derived data that you cannot do now (or cannot do easily)? Name ONE activity or function:

2. Name ONE currently unavailable action or tool that you would need to in order to do this:

3. Who could help you do the accomplishment listed in Question 1 Name up to THREE types of experts or areas of expertise

GROUND RULES

1. One wish list item per response (can have multiple responses)
2. Limit use of abbreviations or acronyms
3. No comments on other people’s wish list items
4. Turn in your sheet or record your responses on Google Doc
   https://goo.gl/forms/SsbyuP75ZuKSL4av2